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QUESTION 1

Which technology allows a router to continue to forward packets even if the routing protocol adjacencies go down? 

A. nonstop bridging 

B. nonstop routing 

C. graceful restart 

D. graceful Routing Engine switchover 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

Your customer\\'s WAN edge connects to two service providers SP-A and SP-B. The customer is advertising a single
/22 subnet to both service providers through EBGP peering sessions. The customer wants to influence inbound traffic to
the advertised /22 destination prefix so that it passes through SP-A when both paths are operational. Which action
meets the customer\\'s requirement? 

A. Advertise the prefix to SP-A with a lower MED value than that sent to SP-B. 

B. Advertise the prefix to SP-B with an origin of unknown. 

C. Advertise the prefix to SP-B with a lower MED value than that sent to SP-A. 

D. Advertise the prefix to SP-A with an origin of unknown. 

Correct Answer: A 

https://www.juniper.net/documentation/en_US/junos/topics/topic-map/med-attribute.html 

 

QUESTION 3

You are asked to prepare a design proposal for a new enterprise customer. You must ensure that all traffic is routed
through and inspected by an SRX Series device located at the corporate headquarters. In this scenario which solution
should be used? 

A. Use a full mesh SD-WAN solution 

B. Use a full mesh Layer 3 VPN solution 

C. Use a Junos Fusion Enterprise solution 

D. Use a hub-and-spoke Layer 3 VPN solution 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 4

Your customer is deploying a large number of Juniper WAN edge devices spread across several remote locations. The
customer wants to create an isolated out-of-band management network where these devices can be securely accessed
and managed using the CLI and, where possible, the WebUI Which two statements will satisfy the customer\\'s
requirements\\'? (Choose two) 

A. Ensure the devices are running the FIPS version of the Junos OS. 

B. Enable the SSH and HTTPS services on each WAN edge device 

C. Implement a management configuration group on all WAN edge devices. 

D. Place all management interfaces on a common Layer 2 network 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 5

Your applications are migrating from a legacy data center to an EVPN over a VXLAN-based VM environment. A few
critical legacy applications not support this environment and must remain on bare metal servers and the applications
must be able to access the Internet. What must be included in the VXLAN design to satisfy these requirements? 

A. VTEP tunneling 

B. VXLAN gateway 

C. SR-IOV 

D. nested VM capability 

Correct Answer: B 

https://www.juniper.net/documentation/en_US/releaseindependent/solutions/topics/concept/solutionevpn-vxlan-
understanding.html 

 

QUESTION 6

Your customer\\'s enterprise is adding geographically-dispersed branch offices and requires new WAN 

connections. The primary design consideration for this expansion is low cost but the branches must remain 

secure with low latency. 

Which type of Internet access model satisfies the customer\\'s requirement in this scenario? 

A. distributed model with security at the hub 

B. centralized model with security at the hub 

C. centralized model with security at each branch 

D. distributed model with security at each branch 
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Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 7

You are designing an EVPN data center solution with VXLAN. Which two statements are true in this scenario? (Choose
two ) 

A. The original MAC address is prepended to a VXLAN VNI. 

B. The original MAC address is replaced by a VXLAN VNI. 

C. The original MAC address is encapsulated within the VXLAN frame. 

D. The original MAC address is advertised to remote PEs. 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 8

You are creating an MPLS design proposal for a customer that requires traffic engineering features through their core
MPLS network. The customer has edge routers that only support LDP signaling. Which two features would you propose
using in this scenario? (Choose two) 

A. RSVP tunneling 

B. LDP 

C. RSVP 

D. LDP tunneling 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 9

You are creating a design proposal for a new service provider network using MX Series devices. You must design an
OoB management network that is isolated from the production network. In this scenario which two statements are
correct? (Choose two ) 

A. The management network should connect to a separate network infrastructure. 

B. The FXPO interface can be used to connect devices to the management network. 

C. The management network should connect to the production network infrastructure. 

D. You must use the console port to access the devices on the management network. 

Correct Answer: AB 
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QUESTION 10

Your company is designing a new data center in a remote location that must be connected to your local data center.
You have a service provider connection between the CE devices at each site. You want to implement EVPN with
VXLAN services between sites, but the service provider does not offer EVPN services. Which two statements are true in
this scenario? (Choose two ) 

A. The provider\\'s edge devices must map your VXLAN VNIs to MPLS LSPs within the provider network at each site 

B. The customer\\'s edge devices within your data center can act as VXLAN Layer 2 gateways 

C. You can still implement EVPN service across the service provider as long as there is IP reachability between the
sites. 

D. The service provider must provide an MPLS-based VPN connection between sites 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 11

Exhibit: Which routing protocol design will accomplish these goals? 

A. Enable a full mesh of IBGP sessions between the routers in ISP B. 

B. Redistribute the BGP routes learned from ISP A into the OSPF instance running in ISP B. 

C. Configure static routes to ISP A on each router within ISP B. 

D. Configure each router in ISP B to peer with a par of route reflectors. 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 12

You are asked to design a BNG solution using MX Series routers You want to dynamically assign per-

subscriber configuration parameters using VSAs. 

Which external service is required to accomplish this task? 

A. DHCP 

B. 802.1X 

C. RADIUS 

D. TACACS 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 13

Which Juniper Networks platform automates the orchestration of compute, storage, and networking resources to create
and manipulate OpenStack clouds? 

A. NorthStar 

B. Contrail 

C. WANDL 

D. RingMaster 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 14

What are two ways that allow BGP route reflectors to advertise more optimal IGP next hops? (Choose two) 

A. UseBGP-ORR. 

B. Use SPRING. 

C. Implement route reflectors at each POP. 

D. Implement a centralized route reflector. 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 15
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Your customer is deploying a data center with redundant connections for WAN services through ISP-1 and ISP-2. Your
customer has decided to deploy an active/passive Internet connection uplink model and pay-per-use for a passive
connection associated with ISP-2. The customer wants to ensure limited use of the connection through ISP-2. Which
two actions would you perform to meet the objective? (Choose two ) 

A. Extend the AS Path length on the prefix advertised to ISP-1 to influence ingress traffic to enter through ISP-1. 

B. Use MED and Origin to direct northbound traffic flows out ISP-1 

C. Extend the AS Path length on the prefix advertised to ISP-2 to influence ingress traffic to enter through ISP-1. 

D. Use Local Preference to direct northbound traffic flows out ISP-1 

Correct Answer: CD 
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